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HARNESSING THE POWER OF PLAY
Supercharging your OT sessions with the energy of JOY
Presented by
Karen McWaters, Basic DIR/Floortime® , TBRI® Trained, MOTR/L
Dillen Hartley, IMC, SSPC, Basic DIR/Floortime® , TBRI® Trained, OTR/L
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Our Goals for today
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To have FUN and PLAY
Interactive and reflective experience
Practice relevant
Define play
How play has an impact on the physical, cognitive and social‐emotional
development.
Understand how sensory, neurological, emotional and cognitive influence play
Developmental stages of play.
Practical application of play.
Harness intrinsic motivation
Practical application of the therapeutic use of self
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Let's play!
Freeze Dance
With a twist

Heads and Tails

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY‐SA
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What just happened?
Joyful

FUN

Unpredictable

Alerting

Properties of Play?

Building
anticipation

Freeing

Shared Experience

Creative
Exciting
Contagious
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Why the conversation?
Practice Relevant
Occupation
We are OT !
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY‐SA‐NC

Play
Evidence Based
Its about the BRAIN
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Let’s get a little nerdy
• In a human fetus, almost a trillion neurons are produced.
• During the last month, they are produced at the
unbelievable rate of 250,000 per second.
• Eighty‐to‐hundred billion of these neurons will be
utilized by experience and become permanent, while the
other 900 billion will be pruned.
• Each of the remaining neurons can connect with up to a
hundred thousand other cells. one neuron can have as
many as 100,000 dendrites.
• 10 thousand trillion connections
‐ Jon Lieff, MD
• www.humanconnectomeproject.org
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Fate of the Sea Squirt

• Play is Experience Dependent
• If we don’t play, we lose play
(Brown & Vaughan, 2010)
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Play and the Brain
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Jaak Panksepp and rat tickling – what does it
teach us about play?

(NPR: Jaak Panksepp on Play and the Development of Social Skills, 2014)
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Play as an occupation
• Occupational Therapy Practice Framework outlines play as its own
occupation
• Occupations "are central to a client’s (person’s, group’s, or population’s)
health, identity, and sense of competence and have particular meaning and
value to that client." (American Occupational Therapy Association, 2020)
• OTPF outlines 2 components of play (American Occupational Therapy
Association, 2020):
• Play exploration
• Identifying play activities, including exploration play, practice play, pretend play, games with
rules, constructive play, and symbolic play

• Play participation
• Participating in play; maintaining a balance of play with other occupations; obtaining, using,
and maintaining toys, equipment, and supplies
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Play is at Risk!
• Parents and kids don’t have time to play

• National survey of 8950 parents found that 51% of children went outside to walk or
play once per day with either parent. (Tandon et al., 2012).
• From 1981 to 1997, children’s playtime decreased by 25%. Children 3‐11 years of age
have lost 12 hours a week of free time. (Murray R et al., 2013) and (Hofferth SL et al., 2011)
• Due to academic pressure, 30% of US kindergarten children no longer have recess. .
(Murray R et al., 2013) and (Hofferth SL et al., 2011)

• The typical preschooler watches 4.5 hours of TV / Electronics per day and the
average adult spends 2.5 hours on social media

• Parents and kids don’t know how to play.
• Insurance companies and IEP’s pressurize OT’s to look at skill‐based goals
and mastering of tasks.
• Cultural fear of giving control to the child the power of Behavioral
Psychology.
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What is play?
• How can we define play?
"Play is shared joy and a great vehicle for active learning"
(Purvis & Cross, 2014)
"...it is a core, genetically established system that simple
has to be engaged, not something that has to be built from
experience – although it is also true that experience
shaped how we engage (or don't engage) in play." (Kestly,
2014)
"Play ‐ Activities that are intrinsically motivated, internally
controlled, and freely chosen and that may include
suspension of reality (e.g. fantasy). Play is a complex and
multidimensional phenomenon that is shaped by
sociocultural factors." (American Occupational Therapy
Association, 2020)
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Properties of Play (Brown & Vaughan, 2009)

• Apparently purposeless (done for
its own sake)
• Voluntary
• Inherent attraction
• Freedom from time
• Diminished consciousness of self
• Improvisational potential
• Continuation desire
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Making the case for Play
Panskepp underscores the importance of exploratory, prosocial play in
developing the frontal lobe inhibitory circuitry that helps children (and
adults) regulate impulsive primary‐process emotional urges.
He goes on to say:
“Abundant early play opportunities may culturally and epigenetically
benefit children’s happy and empathic BrainMind development for a
lifetime” (Pansepp & Bevin, 2012)
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Neuroscience and play: the Embodied Brain
• Brain functions are distributed throughout our bodies (Kestly, 2014)
• Heart and digestive track have extensive nerve networks
• "Heart brain" and "gut brain"
• Starts with fetal development – nerve cells start throughout the outer layer of
the embryo and fold inwards (neural tube)

• Central and peripheral nervous systems are BIDIRECTIONAL
• Takeaway: Cognitive, sensory, and emotional experiences are
interwoven
• Think of neurologic meaning of phrases like "I have a gut feeling" or "That
broke my heart" ‐ we actually feel them in these centers

15
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Eberle’s six steps of play
Anticipation
Surprise
Pleasure
Understanding
Neither Eberle or Brown believe that
every player goes through exactly these
steps in this order. (Brown & Vaughan,
2009)

Strength
Poise
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The Recipe for Play
Cognition

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Physiological homeostasis
Safety
Just right Arousal
Participants
Properties of play
Steps of Play
Repetition
Relationship

Arousal

Emotion

Sensation
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Main takeaways:
Play is the process, not the destination
Play is intrinsic and instinctual – not learned
Play is evidence‐based practice
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The Interdependent Components of Play
Cognition

State
of play
flow

Sensorimotor

Emotion
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Play and
Cognitive
Development

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY
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Components of Play
Cognition

State
of play
flow

Sensorimotor

Emotion
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Brain development and cognition
• Principles of brain development:
• Back to front
• Bottom to top

• Prefrontal cortex is not fully developed until 25 years old
• Executive functioning continues to develop into adulthood

• Play helps to shape and develop our brains
• Remember the sea squirt!

• Cognition is the "top" of the pyramid – dependent on sensory and
emotional individual differences
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Cognitive theories of development
• Piaget
• Stages of play related to cognition (functional, constructional, symbolic, etc.) (Case‐Smith
& O'Brien, 2015)

• Schemas – webbed concepts of object relations that are connected to each other
and hierarchically arranged (Case‐Smith & O'Brien, 2015)
• Example: think of a house. What do you think of?

• Vygostsky (Case‐Smith & O'Brien, 2015)
• "Zone of proximal development"
• Just right challenge
• Scaffolding

• Behavioral models of learning (Case‐Smith & O'Brien, 2015)
• Bandura's social learning theory – we learn through modeling
• Operant and formal conditioning – rewards/consequences of our actions
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Cognitive considerations in play
• Types of reasoning
•
•
•
•

Cause and effect
Trial and error
Deductive
Inductive

• Agency in environment
• Object use
• Tool use

• Executive functioning

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY‐SA
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Executive functions
• These are first learned in play and allow to build longer and longer play
"chains"
• Act as governors to switch between reasoning types and execute 3+ step action
chains

• Executive functions include: (Stern, 2016)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Initiation
Shifting
Organization of materials
Planning/organization
Inhibition
Monitoring
Emotional control
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY‐
NC‐ND
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Effects of play on brain development
• Dendritic length, complexity, and spine density of medial prefrontal
cortex are refined by play (Yogman et al., 2018)
• Play stimulated the production of brain‐derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF)
• BDNF acts to support the survival of existing neurons and encourage the
growth and differentiation of new neurons
• BDNF important for long term memory and social learning

• 2 hours of play/day with objects in rats showed significant
improvements in problem solving and behavioral flexibility (Yogman et al.,
2018)
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Activity: What cognitive components are
required to solve this maze?

27
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Early Problem Solving – Shopping Cart Study
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Individual differences in cognitive capacities
• Each of these cognitive components vary from child to child and by
developmental stage overall
• There is no one set way they develop or are arranged (loose hierarchy
based on experiences)
• Dynamic systems theory tells us that developmental patterns are unique for
each individual (Case‐Smith & O'Brien, 2015)

• Summary of factors to consider:
• Types of reasoning
• Object/tool use
• Executive functions
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Motivation and play
• Motivation is a crossover system between cognitive (thinking) and
emotional (feeling) circuits of play – linked together
• Have to understand to make meaning
• Have to make meaning to understand

• Play is intrinsically motivated and biologically wired (Brown &
Vaughan, 2009)
• Allows us to practice skills
• Allows us to socially develop and understand interactions

30
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Therapeutic Considerations ‐ Cognition
• Remember: Play is a way to test theories, boundaries and concepts in a
safe way.
• Feedback and the “Serve and Return” nature of play is critical for cognitive
development.
• Pause and watch when independent exploration is initiated (We tend to
jump in to guide or correct).
• Scaffold as a participant.
• Gestures are the basis of communication and social engagement and worth
mastering ‐ Linger there.
• Insert playful “pauses” and obstructions to facilitate problem solving.
• Start with predictable patterns for safety and stretch to creative and new
ideas and constructs.
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Serve and Return?

32

Play and Emotional

Development
33
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Components of Play
Cognition

State
of play
flow

Sensorimotor

Emotion
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Emotional development theories/frameworks
• Erikson's Stages of Development
(Case‐Smith & O'Brien, 2015)

• Attachment Theory (Purvis et al., 2014)
• Organized vs. Disorganized
• Secure vs. Insecure

• Porges' Polyvagal Theory (Kestly, 2014)
• Greenspan's Functional Emotional Developmental Capacities (FEDCs)
(Greenspan & Weider, 2009)
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Safety and Play
• Play is a drive – intrinsic and internal
• However, safety is the foundation for play – play will disappear if we
are not safe (Brown & Vaughan, 2009)
• Safety is unique for each person. Felt safety is the underpinning for
learning and play (Purvis et al., 2014)
• How do we understand neurobiological felt safety?
• Porges' Polyvagal Theory
• Attachment Theory (Purvis et al., 2014)
• Play develops from a "serve and return" model – smiling and cooing at baby (Brown &
Vaughan, 2009)
• Non‐verbal cues of contingency – you cry I come (Brown & Vaughan, 2009)
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Polyvagal Theory

37

Safe to Play

Trust /
Explore
Predictability
and flexibility
Affect and Action
Sensory / Arousal
Coregulation and Attachment
Environment
Physiological / Internal Safety
Hartley, 2022
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Attachment Theory – Safety in relationships
• Attachment theory categorizes relationship patterns between adults
and children (Purvis et al., 2014)
• These patterns begin in infancy and set the stage for relationships throughout
lifespan

• Attachment is fluid and can be changed with work (Seigel, 2020)
• Begins at a young age with parent‐child interactions
• Based on experiences and heavily rooted in the Amygdala Response
• Consider the PRIMARY attachment
Determines how we TRUST others and “Good” in the world

39
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Attachment and Play
Attachment Stances/Styles (Seigel, 2020)
•
•
•
•

Influence the response to stress
Influence the response to help – Trust
Recovery Strategies
Emotional Regulation

Organized

• Secure
• Insecure‐Avoidant
• Insecure‐ Ambivalent

Disorganized

• Disorganized attachment
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Social‐Emotional Developmental Stages

(Greenspan & Weider, 2009)
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Regulate – Connect ‐ Play
• Science and literature are clear. We affect each other!!!!
• Mirror Neurons exist
• Baseline heart rate 90 – 110 bmp with no vagus…
• We need each other to regulate
• Resonance – What is alight in the parental brain, lights up in the
newborn brain
• Child’s brain encodes the internal state of the mother and father
within him/herself

42
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Group Activity
• Self Reflection / Regulation activity.
• Think of a client you “really connect with”? Why?
• What strategies could you draw upon to be an effective
coregulator for:
• Your family
• Your friends
• Your Co‐workers
• Your Clients
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Is “Resilience Theory” a thing?
• the past, psychology researchers often focused on identifying risk factors
and vulnerabili es that could contribute to poor outcomes in children
• The Resilience Theory was a paradigm shift that explains what and how
these promotive factors work to help children overcome the negative
impacts of risk exposure
Factors that influence Resilience:
1. How they can adapt.
2. A child can adapt well in one domain but struggle in another
3. Here is where OT’s shine: Adaptive Responses and the “Just right
challenge”.
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Individual differences in emotional capacities
and play
• Each of these emotional components vary from child to child and
by developmental stage overall
• There is no one set way they develop or are arranged (loose
hierarchy based on experiences)
• Dynamic systems theory tells us that developmental patterns are unique for each
individual (Case‐Smith & O'Brien, 2015)

Consider!!
What is my availability and capacity to play?
What is the care‐givers availability and capacity to play?
What is the child’s availability and capacity to play?

45
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16 by 16: Communication and Social Tracker

• The First Words project has identified 16 gestures and 16 object
actions that typically present by 16 months (About 16by16, 2021)
• Check out this reference as an additional guide for identifying
individual differences in social and emotional skills
• https://firstwordsproject.com/about‐16by16/
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Therapeutic Considerations ‐ Emotion

• Perceived Safety !
• Internal / External
• Sensory
• Predictability
• Relationship
• Develop your co‐regulation strategies.
• Video record your sessions (turn off the sound).
• Consider Emotional development capacities.
• Build in adaptive responses and slowly withdraw support
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Remember !!

48
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Play and
Sensory
Processing

49

Components of Play
Cognition

State
of play
flow

Sensorimotor

Emotion
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Sensorimotor theories of development
• Ayres' Sensory Integration
• Sensory Processing models – STAR Institute
• Praxis – Teresa May Benson

What is the role of Sensory Processing in Play?

51
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Ayres' Sensory Integration Theory

(Sensory Integration and Sensory Processing: What's the difference?, 2018)
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Sensory Processing Pyramid of Learning

(Case‐Smith & O'Brien, 2015)
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STAR Model of Sensory Processing

(Subtypes of SPD, n.d.)

54
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The Importance of Sensory Regulation
The PRIMARY SENSORY REGULATORS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Touch
Vestibular (Balance)
Auditory (Sound)
Proprioception (Joints and Gravity)

Don’t forget about SMELL
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Sensory Integration (Miller et al. 2007)

Acknowledgment: Norris 2018
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Optimum Arousal

Miller, L. J., Schoen, S. A., & Spielmann, V. (2019)
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Threshold theory
In psychophysics, sensory threshold is the weakest stimulus that an
organism can detect. Unless otherwise indicated, it is usually
defined as the weakest stimulus that can be detected half the time, for
example, as indicated by a point on a probability curve.
Intensity

High Threshold (Under‐Responsive)
Recovery
Low Threshold (Over‐Responsive / Sensitive)

Recovery
Time
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Praxis
• Definition: The ability of the brain to conceived of, organize, and carry
out a sequence of unfamiliar actions.
• Praxis requires it to be novel!

• Stages and components of Praxis:
Ideation

Initiation

Planning

Sequencing

Organization of
motor plan

Execution

Feedback/Adaptation

Adapted from (May‐Benson, 2001)
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Therapeutic Considerations ‐ Cognition
We're skilled in evaluating these as OTs! Consider these Steps:
Consider these steps in context of the child’s interests and needs.
1. Observe and be curious when looking at behaviors.
2. Identify Sensory Thresholds.
3. Identify preferred organizing sensations.
4. Explore low threshold sensory regulatory input.
5. Caregiver education and establishing a sensory regulatory lifestyle in
context of emotion and relationship.
6. Develop Sensory filtering and discrimination capacities.
7. Develop postural control and praxis with supports and scaffolding.

60
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Assessing
play

61

Assessing Individual Differences in Play
• Each person's unique profile of the components of play
• See assessment handout
Cognition

Sensorimotor

Emotion
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Common Assessment Tools for Components of
Play
Sensorimotor

Cognitive

Emotional

• Sensory Profile

• Functional Emotional
• Sensory Processing Measure Assessment Scale (FEAS)
(SPM)
• Mary Ainsworth's Strange
Situation
• Motor assessments (BOT‐2,
Peabody, DTVP, M‐FUN, etc.) • Social Responsiveness
Scale (SRS‐2)
• Developmental Profile (DP‐4)
• Test of Ideation
• SIPT
LACK OF ASSESSMENT TOOLS THAT ARE
STRENGTH BASED

• Behavior Rating
Inventory of Executive
Functioning (BRIEF)
• Traditional IQ tests

Other

• Children's Assessment
of Participation and
Enjoyment and
Preferences for
Activities of Children
(CAPE‐PAC)

63
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Types of play
• Combine development and preferences based on sensory, cognitive, and
emotional individual differences
• Types of play include: (Brown & Vaughan, 2009)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Body and movement play
Object play
Imaginative play
Social play
Storytelling play
Transformative‐Integrative
Creative play

• Attunement of play partner is the foundation for play – the spark to get it
started! (Brown & Vaughan, 2009)
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Play Personalities
• Combined cognitive, sensory, and emotional profiles that fall into 8
patterns (Brown & Vaughan, 2009):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Joker
Kinesethete
Explorer
Competitor
Director
Collector
Artist/Creator
Storyteller

• What is your play personality?
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Assessment Video

66
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Play as an
Intervention
67

Self Reflection
Defined:
The active, persistent, careful consideration of what we do and why we do what we
do in practice. It examines the conscious and unconscious processes that contribute
to the actions we take during the clinical process. Professional reflection
incorporates metacognitive and meta‐affective processes and allows clinicians to
be both evidence‐based and person‐centered practitioners. (Spielmann, 2021)
Professional reflection is a way of being as well as something that we do.
1.

Develop a culture of self reflection (Trust, authenticity and support)

2.

If it works, its treatment, if it doesn’t work its call assessment.

3.

Take video or observe each other’s sessions. Provide feedback.

4.

Compassion for our clients, families and each other is essential
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Be the “play expert”
• Practice your play skills with loved ones,
peers, co‐workers and clients.
• Know your “play personality”
• Do deep dives into the interests of your
clients.
• Master your emotions and coregulation
capacity.
• Seek attunement and be present.
• Tap out when you are “DONE”.
• Develop your play skills and ability to
incorporate pauses and playful
obstructions.
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY‐SA‐NC
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Building Cognitive Skills
• Consider what is the child's next proximal zone of development
• Providing feedback
• Knowledge of performance vs. Knowledge of results
• Labeling and supporting development intrinsic feedback
• e.g. "Squeeze your tummy"

• Practice types

• Massed vs. Distributed
• Blocked vs. Random

• Correction Strategies:
•
•
•
•

Trading
“Do‐overs”
Choices
Processing supports
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY
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Building Emotional Connection
• Connecting Principles (Purvis et al., 2013)
•
•
•
•
•

Behavior matching
Playful engagement
Eye contact
Healthy touch
Vocal tone

• Holding space
• Therapeutic use of self
• Wait, watch, wonder
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY‐NC
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Building Sensory Understanding
• Develop YOUR understanding of Sensory Integration
• FIND A MENTOR
• Wait, watch and wonder
• Practice your clinical observations
• Seek to understand, define and measure “regulation”
• Develop an understanding of sensory modulation versus
discrimination.
• Develop your skills and experience with identifying and providing
sensory regulatory activities that stretch arousal and provide an
organizing effect on the nervous system

72
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Behavioral Considerations
• Correction, by nature, takes us out of play

• How do we to correct behaviors with minimal disruption to play flow?
• This is where we clearly see the difference between play and being playful – infuse
playfulness into correction wherever possible

• Correction principles from Trust Based Relational Intervention (Purvis et al., 2014)
• Proactive strategies

• Life value terms (e.g. "with respect", "gentle and kind", "no hurts")
• Choices and compromises

• Responsive strategies

• Responses to behaviors should be IDEAL
•
•
•
•
•

Immediate
Direct
Efficient
Action‐Based
Leveled at the behavior
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Breakout groups
Case study discussions of play
assessment and intervention
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Reflection and Questions
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